Strong Coupling between Dark Plasmon and Anapole Modes.
Plasmonic nanocavities enable extreme light-matter interaction by pushing light down to the nanoscale. The dipolar feature of bright modes allows coupling with the external excitation from free space but results in a radiating background, whereas nonradiating dark plasmon modes can hardly be excited. Here, we report for the first time on strong coupling between dark plasmon and anapole modes in a hybrid metal-dielectric nanostructure. With the aid of vanishing dipole characteristics of the anapole and dark plasmons, the hybrid modes exhibit minimum far-field scattering and maximum near-field enhancement. The dark mode coupling in the metal-dielectric nanostructure offers a nonradiating air cavity with greatly improved field enhancement in a broadened band, thus providing a background-free experimental platform for spectroscopic applications. The proposed approach to dark plasmon excitation, i.e., via anapole, may boost practical exploitation of dark plasmons by allowing linearly polarized light illumination and scalable arrays of individual nanostructure units.